13I003527 DISABLED VEH.- TRAFFIC HAZARD
Incident Address: 1768 COLISEUM BLVD E at ANTHONY BLVD N
Fort Wayne IN 46805
Disposition: NO INVESTIGATION
Date/Time Reported: 08:01:03 10/11/13
Date/Time of Response: 08:01:04 10/11/13
Date/Time Occurred: 08:00:38 10/11/13

13I003528 DISABLED VEH.- TRAFFIC HAZARD
Incident Address: 99 CAMPUS DR S at KETTLER CIRCLE DR
Fort Wayne IN 46805
Disposition: NO INVESTIGATION
Date/Time Reported: 09:43:42 10/11/13
Date/Time of Response: 09:43:43 10/11/13
Date/Time Occurred: 09:43:19 10/11/13

13I003529 THEFT
Incident Address: 100 LAWSHE DR
Fort Wayne IN 46805
Disposition: OPEN
Date/Time Reported: 11:45:29 10/11/13
Date/Time of Response: 11:52:03 10/11/13
Date/Time Occurred: 11:44:17 10/11/13
COMPLAINANT REPORTED THAT INVENTORY WAS MISSING FROM THE BACKROOM SHELVES AT THE TACO BELL IN WALB UNION. NO KNOWN SUSPECTS AT THIS TIME.

13I003530 VANDALISM
Incident Address: 200 BROYLES BLVD N
Fort Wayne IN 46805
Disposition: CLOSED
Date/Time Reported: 11:52:49 10/11/13
Date/Time of Response: 12:04:48 10/11/13
Date/Time Occurred: 11:51:15 10/11/13
AN OFFICER RESPONDED TO PARKING GARAGE #3 REFERECE A REPORT OF POSSIBLE VANDALISM. IT WAS FOUND THAT A WINDOW-pane WAS SHATTERED. UNKNOWN IF THE DAMAGE WAS INTENTIONAL OR NOT.
13I003531 TRAFFIC ACCIDENT - INJURIES

**Incident Address:** 4103 PAUL SHAFFER DR at
COLISEUM BLVD E
Fort Wayne IN 46805

**Disposition:** CLOSED

**Date/Time Reported:** 14:42:04 10/11/13
**Date/Time of Response:** 14:48:28 10/11/13
**Date/Time Occurred:** 14:40:37 10/11/13

ACCIDENT INVOLVING THREE VEHICLES WITH ONE DRIVER HAVING MINOR COMPLAINANT OF BACK PAIN.

13I003532 TRAFFIC ACCIDENT - INJURIES

**Incident Address:** 1500 ST JOE CENTER RD at CLINTON ST N
Fort Wayne IN 46825

**Disposition:** CLOSED

**Date/Time Reported:** 15:08:31 10/11/13
**Date/Time of Response:** 15:11:28 10/11/13
**Date/Time Occurred:** 15:07:57 10/11/13

AN ACCIDENT INVOLVING A VEHICLE AND A BICYCLIST. THE BICYCLIST HAD MINOR COMPLAINANT OF INJURY TO THE ELBOW AND BOTH FEET AND ANKLES. THE BICYCLIST REFUSED TRANSPORTATION TO THE HOSPITAL BY THE MEDICS.

13I003533 PICK UP ITEM

**Incident Address:** 2101 COLISEUM BLVD E
Fort Wayne IN 46805

**Disposition:** IN SERVICE

**Date/Time Reported:** 16:35:31 10/11/13
**Date/Time of Response:** 15:11:28 10/11/13
**Date/Time Occurred:** 16:35:31 10/11/13

13I003534 DISTURBANCE

**Incident Address:** 2194 ST JOE CENTER RD at RIVER RUN TRL
Fort Wayne IN 46825

**Disposition:** CLOSED

**Date/Time Reported:** 17:18:53 10/11/13
**Date/Time of Response:** 17:28:13 10/11/13
**Date/Time Occurred:** 17:17:53 10/11/13

AN OFFICER ASSISTED FWPD WITH LOCATING A VEHICLE THAT WAS PREVIOUSLY INVOLVED IN LEAVING THE SCENE OF AN ACCIDENT. THE VEHICLE WAS LOCATED AND THE INCIDENT IS BEING INVESTIGATED BY THE FWPD.
13I003535 PICK UP VIDEOTAPE
Incident Address: 500 CAMPUS DR W
   Fort Wayne IN 46805
Disposition: IN SERVICE
   Date/Time Reported: 17:51:00 10/11/13
   Date/Time of Response: 17:28:13 10/11/13
   Date/Time Occurred: 17:51:00 10/11/13

13I003536 SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT
Incident Address: 17215 WOODBURN RD
   Milan Twp IN 46797
Disposition: NO INVESTIGATION
   Date/Time Reported: 18:30:43 10/11/13
   Date/Time of Response: 18:30:43 10/11/13
   Date/Time Occurred: 18:30:30 10/11/13

13I003537 THEFT
Incident Address: 400 CAMPUS DR W
   Fort Wayne IN 46805
Disposition: CLOSED
   Date/Time Reported: 18:54:13 10/11/13
   Date/Time of Response: 18:54:14 10/11/13
   Date/Time Occurred: 10:50:00 10/11/13
AN OFFICER RESPONDED TO THE LIBERAL ARTS BUILDING REFERENCE A PURSE THAT WAS FOUND IN A TRASH CAN. THE OWNER OF THE PURSE WAS NOTIFIED AND IT WAS DETERMINED THAT THE PURSE HAD BEEN STOLEN. THE VICTIM ADVISED THAT $66 IN CASH WAS TAKEN FROM THE PURSE. NO KNOWN SUSPECT(S) AT THIS TIME.
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